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After the publication of the monographs [l-3], many papers on the arithmetic 
of probability distributions appeared so that a survey of this work is useful. 
The aim of our paper is to give such a survey. We do not consider papers 
published before 1975, except those which were not mentioned in [l-3], or in 
the survey paper [4]. 
First we recall some notation and definitions. The convolution of the distri- 
butions PI and P2 is the distribution P = PI * P2 given by 
P(E) = (PI * P,)(E) = J- P,(E - 3) p&q, 
Rn 
where L? is an arbitrary Bore1 set of Rn and E - x = {y E Rn: y = z - x, z E E}. 
The distributions form a commutative semigroup with respect to the operation 
of convolution. The distribution Pi is said to be a component of P, if the relation 
P = P, t Pz is satisfied for some distribution Pz . The distribution P is said 
to be indecomposable if the equation P = PI * Pz implies that one of the 
distributions P, or Pz is concentrated on one point. 
We denote the characteristic function (c.f.) of the distribution P by g)(t; P). 
If the distribution P is infinitely divisible (id.) then it has, according to the 
Levy-Hincin theorem, the representation 
90; P) = exp @P , 9 - Q&j 1 
where /lP E Rn, &(t) is a nonnegative quadratic form, I+. is a complete, u-finite 
measure which satisfies the condition 
s 1 x I”(1 + I x (2)-i vp(d9c) < 00. R”\ 10) 
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The measure vP is called the spectral measure of the i.d. distribution P. WTe 
say that the measure vP is concentrated on the set A if for any Bore1 set B such 
that A n B = 0 the relation Q.(B) = 0 is satisfied. We put 
D(vp) = {s E I?“: +({x}) > O}. 
If in representation (I), Qp(t) = 0 then we say that the i.d. distribution has no 
Gaussian component. 
1. THE PROBLEM OF DESCRIBING CLASS I,, 
One of the important problems of the arithmetic of distribution functions 
is the description of class I0 , that is, the class of i.d. distributions which have 
only i.d. components. It is known that this class is a proper subclass of the class 
of all i.d. distributions. The problem of describing class I,, has a history of 
almost 40 years but it has not been solved yet. Its state until the year 1974 is 
given in [l--4]; we consider only results obtained later. 
1” Linnik introduced the class 2 of one-dimensional i.d. distributions 
whose spectral measure is concentrated on a set of the form 
where pm1 > 0, pm2 < 0, and all quotients ~,+~,r/p,,, (m = 0, f I, f2 ,... ; 
Y  = 1, 2) are natural numbers, different from 1. Linnik showed [2, p. 1291 
that for a one-dimensional i.d. distribution with a Gaussian component the 
belonging to 2 is a necessary condition for its membership in I, . For a distribu- 
tion without a Gaussian component this condition is, generally speaking, not 
necessary [2, p. 2571. In this connection a result of Fryntov [5] is of interest. 
He shows that it is nevertheless necessary if the spectral measure grows suffi- 
ciently fast near zero. 
THEOREM 1.1 [5]. If the one-dimensional id. distribution P without Gaussian 
component belongs to I0 and if its spectral measure satisfies fm some E > 0 the 
conditions 
lim inf In yp(C1 iy9 (’ + ‘)irl) > 1, lirn infIn vP([-(l + E)/r% - liy]) (3) > 1 7 r-c.2 In Y  I’m In Y  
then PELF’. 
It is of interest to clarify to what extent it is possible to relax conditions (3), 
in particular, whether one of these can be avoided. 
In 1937 Levy obtained a necessary and sufficient condition which assures 
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that a one-dimensional i.d. distribution without Gaussian component with a 
spectral measure concentrated on a finite set of natural numbers should belong 
to I, . Fryntov [6] extended this result to the case where the spectral measure 
is finite and concentrated on a set of positive rational numbers and decreases 
sufficiently fast at infinity. 
We denote the set of all finite linear combinations of numbers of a set A 
with integers (respectively natural numbers) as coefficients by M(A) (respec- 
tively M+(A)) and put by definition M( @ ) = M+( i~i ) = ,U . 
THEOREM 1.2 [6]. Let P be a one-dimensional i.d. distribution without Gaussian 
component whose spectral measure is jnite and is concentrated on a set of positive 
rational numbers and satisjies the condition 
dr, co)) = O(exp{-Kr2}), r + +co, 3K > 0. 
In order that the distribution P belong to I,, it is necessary and sujicient that the 
condition 
r I M+(%+) n (0, r)) f-3 WWd n (r, 00)) 
be satisfied for any r > 0. 
Examples of sets D(q) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.2 are the 
following sets of rational numbers: (a) the subsets of the sets of form (2) 
lying on the positive half-axis, (b) the subsets of the sets of form 
[a, 2a] U {pk}& where a > 0, p1 3 2a and where ~~+i/t~ are natural numbers, 
different from 1. 
Also in [6] some new, necessary, and sufficient conditions for membership 
in I,, are obtained. 
2” In the papers of Cuppens the following question was raised: 
What are the conditions which assure that an i.d. distribution without Gaussian 
component and with an absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue 
measure) spectral measure belongs to IO. ? Under the additional assumption of 
the continuity of the density of the spectral measure the problem was solved 
in the one-dimensional case by Cuppens and in the multidimensional case 
by Livsii: [4, p. 151. Mase [7] removed the requirement that the density 
be continuous from Cuppens theorem and thus gave a complete answer to the 
problem in the one-dimensional case. 
THEOREM 1.3 [7]. Let P be a one-dimensional i.d. distribution without a 
Gaussian component which has an absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue 
measure) spectral measure. In order that the distribution P belong to I, it is necessary 
and suficient that its spectral measure be concentrated on an interval [a, 2a] or 
[-2a, -a] where a > 0. 
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We note that the sufficiency was known earlier [2, p. 2.571 and that it holds 
without the requirement of the absolute continuity of the spectral measure. 
The question has not yet been completelv solved in the multivariate case, 
but Mase [8] proved that the requirement of the continuity of the spectral 
density in Livsit’s theorem can be considerably weakened. 
2. THE ARITHMETIC OF SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC DISTRIBUTIONS 
A distribution P in R”, n > 2, is said to be spherically symmetric (s.s.) if 
it is invariant with respect to rotations around some point a = a(P) E R”. 
Spherically symmetric distributions form a semigroup with respect to the 
operation of convolution and one can introduce the concepts of components, 
indecomposability, infinite divisibility, and class 1, in this semigroup in a 
natural way. Bingham [4, p. 311 showed that the well-known theorems of 
HinEin on factorizations can be extended to the semigroup of S.S. distributions. 
The author [4, p. 311 showed that class 1, of this semigroup coincides with 
the set of S.S. normal distributions. 
I” It is easily seen that an S.S. distribution can have in the semigroup 
of all distributions components which are not S.S. For example, let P, PI , 
and Pz be distributions with c.f. 
y(t; P) = exp{ -K(t12 + ... f  tn2)}, 
p(t; PJ = exp{ -K(t22 + ... i- t,2)}, 
y(t; P%) = exp{--Kt,“), 
(4) 
where t = (tl ,..., i,,) E R”. Clearly PI and P2 are not S.S. at the same time 
P = PI * Pz is S.S. Kudina [9, lo] shows that an S.S. distribution which decreases 
sufficiently fast at infinity has only S.S. components. 
THEOREM 2.1 [IO]. Suppose that the S.S. distribution P satisfies the condition 
P((x E R”: / x ; > I}) = O(exp{--KG}), Y-+fco, VK>O. (5) 
If PI and Pz are distributions in R” such that PI * Pz = P, then PI and P2 are S.S. 
COROLLARE. [9, IO]. If the sum of two independent, bounded random variables 
in Rn has an S.S. distribution then each of these random variables has an S.S. distribu- 
tion. 
We note that it is not possible to replace the quantor V in (5) by the quantor 3: 
this is seen in the example of the distribution P with c.f. (4). 
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2” Theorem 2.1 permits the investigation of the decomposability (in 
the semigroup of all distributions) of some classes of S.S. distributions. We 
introduce two results of Kudina [9]. We denote the distributions in R” which 
are projections of uniform distributions on the surface of the unit sphere in 
Rn+n: (k > 0) by U,, (By the definition we let U,, be the uniform distribution 
on the surface of the unit sphere in R”.) 
THEOREM 2.2 [9]. If 0 < k < n - 2 then the distribution U,, is indecom- 
posable. 
THEOREM 2.3 [9]. The uniform distribution on the n-dimensional unit ball 
is indecomposable if n > 3. 
It is not known whether the assertion of Theorem 2.3 is true for n = 2; 
it is well known that it is false for n = 1. We note that the assertion of Theo- 
rem 2.3 can be extended to the uniform distribution on an n-dimensional 
ellipsoid by means of an affine transformation. 
3. THE ARITHMETIC OF DISTRIBUTIONS ON GROUPS 
As long ago as 1938 Marczinkiewicz gave a negative answer to Levy’s question 
whether a theorem analogous to Cramer’s theorem on the components of the 
normal law in Rn is valid in the rotation group T on the circle. At the same 
time Levy studied, for distributions on T, the question of the validity of a 
theorem analogous to Raikov’s theorem concerning the components of the 
Poisson distribution in RI. He established that the analog to Raikov’s theorem 
holds if the spectral measure of the Poisson distribution on T is concentrated 
on an element of infinite order or on an element of order 2. The case where the 
spectral measure is concentrated on an element of finite order greater than 2 
was considered by Ruhin [4, p. 291 in 1971. It appears that in this case the analog 
of Raikov’s theorem does not hold. Ruhin proved that this result is preserved 
for distributions on any locally compact, separable, Abelian, metric group. 
In other words, the Poisson distribution on such groups belongs to class I0 if, 
and only if, the spectral measure is concentrated either on an element of infinite 
order or on an element of order 2. 
1” A series of essential results on the problem of describing class I,, 
on Abelian groups was obtained by Fel’dman [I 11. 
Let X be a locally compact, separable, Abelian, metric group. We call the 
distribution 
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the generalized Poisson distribution on X with spectral function F. Here c0 
is a distribution concentrated on the zero element of the group and F is a 
finite measure on X. We say that the set {xi ,..., x,} C X is a set of linearly 
independent points if it follows from the equation Rix, + ... + K,x, = 0, 
where k, ,..., k, are integers, that k1 = ... = k, = 0. 
THEOREM 3.1 [II]. Let {x1 ,..., x,] be a set of linearly independent points 
and let x,, be an element of order 2. The generalized Poisson distribution e(F) whose 
spectral measure is concentrated on the set {x0 , x1 ,..., xn> belongs then to I0 . 
This theorem gives a considerably more general sufficient condition for 
membership in I, than the results of Levy and of Ruhin mentioned above. 
It can be considered as a generalization to groups of Raikov’s condition that 
the composition of a finite number of Poisson distributions belong to I, . This 
was obtained as long ago as 1938. 
THEOREM 3.2 [l I]. Let x1 and x2 be elements of injinite order; moreover, 
k,x, + k,x, # 0 for any nonnegative integers k, and k, not simultaneously equal 
to zero. Then the generalized Poisson distribution with spectral measure concentrated 
on {x1 , x2} belongs to I, . 
This theorem is a partial generalization of Levy’s well-known theorem, 
that the convolution of two Poisson distributions in RI belongs to Is . 
The following theorem is a strengthening of a theorem of Marczinkiewicz 
and it permits one to obtain a condition for not belonging to I,, . 
THEOREM 3.3 [ll]. Let X be a compact group, not isomorphic to the group 
of residues mod 2. If the distribution P is minorized by the Haar measure m; that 
is, if for any Bore1 set EC X the relation P(E) > am(E), where OL is a positive 
constant, holds then P has indecomposable components, 
We note some corollaries to Theorem 3.3, in which group X is not assumed 
to be compact. 
COROLLARY 1 [II]. The generalized Poisson distribution e(F) does not belong 
to I,, , if for the two elements x, and x2 of order 2 the inequalities F({x,}) > 0, 
F({x,}) > 0 are satisfied. 
COROLLARY 2 [l I]. Let X be a discrete group consisting of elements of finite 
order (in particular, a finite group). Then class I,, consists of distributions which are 
shifted generalized Poisson distributions with spectral measure concentrated on one 
element of order 2. 
Thus for groups mentioned in the formulation of Corollary 2 one obtains 
a complete description of class I ,, ; this turns out to be sufficiently small. 
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It is known [2, p. 2581 that in the case X = R* class I, is dense in the class 
of all i.d. distributions. It appears that this result is preserved for a sufficiently 
wide class of locally compact, separable, Abelian, metric groups which are 
called I-groups by Rudin. The latter are defined by the property: Any neigh- 
borhood of zero contains an element of infinite order. 
THEOREM 3.4 [I 11. Let X be an I-group. Then class I0 is dense in the set of 
all i.d. distributions. 
Discrete groups are not I-groups; therefore Theorem 3.4 does not apply to 
them. The question of conditions which assure that class I,, is dense in the class 
of all i.d. distributions is decided in the following way. 
THEOREM 3.5 [ll]. Let X be a discrete group. In order that class I, be dense 
in the class of all i.d. distributions it is necessary and suficient that group X be 
isomorphic to the group of residues mod 2. 
The question whether class I,, is dense in the class of all i.d. distributions 
remains open for nondiscrete groups which are not I-groups. 
4. FACTORIZATION OF DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS INTO THE COMPOSITIONS 
OF FUNCTIONS OF BOUNDED VARIATION 
The question fo r which functions of bounded variation CramCr’s theorem 
is preserved, that is, under what condition one can conclude from the equation 
@ = t; * v’z that V, and V, are normal distributions, was first considered by 
Linnik and Skitovich in 1959. In the above equation @ is the normal distribution 
while V, and V, are functions of bounded variation on the line. The class of 
functions of bounded variation indicated by these authors does not contain all 
distribution functions. Therefore Cram&‘s theorem does not follow from the 
Linnik-Skitovich theorem. Subsequently cistjakov [2, pp. 445-4521 considered 
a wider class for which CramCr’s theorem is valid, but this class still does not 
contain all distribution functions. 
1” cistjakov [12] obtained a result which simultaneously contains 
Cramer’s theorem and the Linnik-Skitovich theorem. 
Let B be the class of functions V(x) of bounded variation defined by the 
conditions 
(i) V(-co) = 0, v(+co) = 1; 
(ii) Var:: T/Q + Varzm P = O(exp(-cy In y)), y -+ +00, Vc > 0, 
where W(x) = i VarTF, V- V(x)% the negative variation of the function V(x); 
(iii) Jmm e-v2 dV(x) # 0, - co < y < co (the integral has a meaning by 
virtue of condition (ii), but can be equal to +a). 
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It is easily seen that if C’(X) is a distribution function F’ -(s) is identically 
equal to zero, and therefore conditions (i) to (iii) are satisfied. 
THEOREM 4.1 [12]. Let @ be the normal distribution and VI and V, E B. 
If @== V,*V, then jr1 and V2 are normal distribution functions (possibly 
degenerate). 
This theorem contains Cramer’s theorem, and it is easily seen that it also 
contains the Linnik-Skitovich theorem. We note that Theorem 4.1 ceases to 
be true if one rejects condition (iii) or if one weakens condition (ii) by replacing 
the quantor V by the quantor 3. 
2” Another generalization of the Linnik-Skitovich theorem, but which 
does not contain Cramer’s theorem, was obtained by Grunkemeier [13]. 
Let Bl be the class of functions V(X) of bounded variation on the line which 
satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) V(-co) = 0, V(+co) = 1; 
(ii) Var:: V + Var:% V = O(euTB), y + cu vr > 0. 
(iii) There exists an x,, > 0 such that both functions V( -.r) and 1 - V(X) 
are nonnegative on the half-axis .vO < .v < co. 
THEOREM 4.2 [13]. Let @ be the normal distribution function and VI and 
V, E B, . If @ = V, + V, then VI and V, are normal distributions (possibly 
de&wrate). 
In [13] an analog to Raikov’s theorem for functions of class B, is also obtained. 
5. a-DECOMPOSITIONS 
The concept of a-component is a generalization of the concept of component 
and was introduced by Linnik in connection with a characterization problem 
of mathematical statistics. The distribution PI is called an ar-component of the 
distribution P (the distributions are supposed to be one-dimensional) if it is 
possible to find positive numbers al , cy$ ,..., 01, and distributions Pz ,..., P, such 
that the relation 
ql(t; P) = [&; P,)p *.* [yl(t; Pn)]“” 
is satisfied in some interval -8 < t < 6. We note that the study of or-components 
reduces easily to the study of ordinary components if cyr ,..., ‘Y, are rational. 
I” A well-known theorem of Raikov-Levy states that if the charac- 
teristic function p(t; P) of a distribution P is analytic in the circle (1 t 1 < R} 
then the c.f. of each component of P is analytic in the same circle. In 1938 
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Marczinkiewicz showed that this theorem is preserved if in its formulation the 
circle (1 t j < R} is replaced by the semicircle (1 t 1 < R, Im t > 01. The 
Raikov-Levy theorem was transferred by Linnik [2, p. 3001 to ol-components. 
In 1957 Dug& asked the question whether the theorem of Marczinkiewicz 
could be extended to ru-components. An affirmative answer was obtained by 
Cistjakov [ 141. 
THEOREM 5.1 [14]. Suppose that the function cp(t) is analytic in the semicircle 
(1 t ! < R, Im t >0} and is continuous on its closure. If the distributions P1 ,..., P, 
and the positive numbers 01~ ,..., (Y,~ are such that 
in some interval -8 < t < 8, 0 < 6 < R, then the c.f. cp(t; PI),..., v(t; P,) are 
analytic in the semicircle {i t j < R, Im t > O}. 
COROLLARY [14]. If the support of the distribution P is bounded to the left 
(right) then the support of each a-component of P is bounded to the left (right). 
2” Linnik raised the question of describing class 1,,a of i.d. distributions 
which have only i.d. cu-components. This problem was studied less than the 
problem of describing the class It,a (clearly I,,a Cl,,). Conditions are known 
[2, pp. 332-3341 for membership in I,, for i.d. distributions with spectral 
measure concentrated on a finite or countable set. Fryntov [15, 161 obtained 
conditions in which this assumption is absent. We present one of his results. 
THEOREM 5.2 [16]. Let P be a one-dimensional i.d. distribution without 
Gaussian component whose spectral measure vp is finite and satis$es the conditions 
(a) vp is concentrated on a set with linearly independent points which lies on 
the ha&line (0, co); 
(b) V&T, co)) = O(exp(--Kr)), Y -+ fco, 3K > 0. 
Then PEIO. 
6. THE ARITHMETIC OF SOME MULTIPLICATIVE SEMIGROUP FUNCTIONS 
The concepts of components, indecomposability, infinite divisibility, 
class I, can be carried over in a natural way to arbitrary semigroups with unity. 
Lately, interest has arisen in connection with the work of Kendall and Davidson 
(cf. [4, pp. 30-311) in the study of topological semigroups in which theorems 
analogous to Hincin’s theorems on the factorization of distributions hold. 
For the study of such semigroups the problem of describing class I,, also arises 
and is sometimes successfully solved. An example of this kind was mentioned 
in Section 2; this was the semigroup of spherically symmetric distributions 
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in Rn, n > 2, with the operation of convolution. We present two additional 
examples. 
1” We denote the set of all functions p(t) on -1 < t < 1 which can be 
represented in the form 
by g,, , 0 < A < CO. Here CkA(t) is a Gegenbauer polynomial normed by the 
condition Ckn(l) = 1. Class P,\ is a topological semigroup with respect to 
multiplication in the topology of uniform convergence on [--I, 11. The class 
occurred first for h = (n - 2)/2, where n > 3 is an integer, in a paper by 
Schoenberg in 1942. He proved that in this case formula (6) gives the general 
form of the functions v(t), ~(1) = 1, which are nonnegative definite on the 
n-dimensional sphere in the following sense. The quadratic form 
is nonnegative for any set a, ,..., a, of vectors of the sphere [(ai , aj) is the 
scalar product]. The semigroup LP~ was considered for all values of the parameter 
A, 0 < A < co, by Kennedy in 1961 in connection with the theory of random 
processes. Kennedy showed that the general form of i.d. functions v(t) E gP, is 
given by the formula 
f  Ck(Cd(t) - 1) J 
k=l i 
where ck: > 0, Cz==, ck < co. Bingham [4, p. 301 established that Hincin’s 
theorem can be transferred to the semigroup 8, . The present author and 
Truhina [17] obtained a description of class I, in the semigroup. 
THEOREM 6.1 [ 171. Class I, in the semigroup Y,+ consists of functions of the 
f  arm 
q(t) = exp{crt + czt2 - cr - c2>, c, > 0, c2 3 0. 
We note that class I, is the same for all semigroups .P,, , 0 < h < co, and 
is not dense in the class of all i.d. elements. It was shown in [17] that the class 
of indecomposable elements is dense in PA . 
2” We denote the solution of the differential equation 
2’ + a(x) 2 + ivy = 0, 
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satisfying the initial conditions 
vqo,q = 1, d$h(O, h)/dx = 0 
by 1,4(x, A). We suppose that the function a(x) is contmuously differentiable and 
that the function or’(x) + &X”(X) is nondecreasing. Then one can prove that 
1 I/(X, A)( < 1 for all x > 0 and A > 0. We consider the set L of functions x(A), 
O<A<oo,oftheform 
where P is a distribution on the half-axis [0, co). This class of functions 
was considered by Levitan, who proved, in particular, that it was a topological 
semigroup with respect to the operation of multiplication with the topology 
of uniform convergence on compacts. 
The arithmetic of the semigroup L was studied by Il’inskii [18], who proved 
that Hjncin’s theorems are valid in L and that the general form of i.d. functions 
is given by the formula 
where G is an arbitrary finite measure on [0, CXI), and he found the description 
of class I, . 
THEOREM 6.2 [18]. Class IO in the semigroup L consists of functions of the form 
x(h) = exp(-uh2), a >, 0. 
It was also established in [18] that the class of indecomposable elements in L 
is dense in L. 
7. SOME PROPERTIES OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 
1” Let A be a closed set in Rn, and let {v> be a family of simply connected 
open sets contained in Rn\A and forming a covering of this set. We suppose 
that on each set U a real-valued continuous function w(t, u) is given; moreover, 
that the set (w(t, U)} satisfies the conditions 
lJ, n U, # m Z- w(t; U,) s w(t; Us)(mod 2~), t E U, n U, , (7) 
U, n -U, # ia => w(t; U,) E --w(-t; Us)(mod 27~), tEUln -U,. (8) 
Under what kind of additional conditions on the set A and the family {w(t; U)> 
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does there exist a characteristic function v(t) of a distribution in R” such that 
.-1 = (t E Rl’: v(t) = 01 and 
p(t) y-= p(t)/ exp{iw(t; CT);, t E L:, v c,- E ( uj ? 
An exhaustive answer to this question was given by Il’inskii [19]. 
(9) 
THEOREM 7.1 1193. Let A be a closed set in Rn and let (w(t; C’)j be a fami!v 
of real-valued, continuous functions satisfying conditions (7) and (8). In order that 
there exist a c.f. v(t) of a distribution in R” such that {t E R*: F(t) = 0} = A and 
that (9) be satisfied it is necessary and sujicient that the set A satisfy the conditions 
044 -A==d (10) 
and that each point 7 E U have a neighborhood in which the function w(t; lJ) can 
be represented by an absolutely convergent trigonometric series 
In particular, any closed set A which satisfies condition (10) is the set of 
zeros for some c.f. By virtue of Theorem 7.1 there exist c.f. yl(t) and v?(t) of 
one-dimensional distributions such that 
argv,(t) = 1exp*..exp&, -1 < t < 1, 
arg q+(t) = t exp *.* exp t2, --oo<t<co. 
2” Marczinkiewicz [2, p. 591 showed in 1938 the following. If the c.f. 
v(t) of a one-dimensional distribution is an entire function of finite order p 
and if it has few zeros in the sense that the series 2 / a, /-h (where the ak are 
the zeros) converges for some h < p, then p < 2. In other words, there does 
not exist an entire cf. of finite order p > 2 which has few zeros in the indicated 
sense. 
In the paper by Kamynin and the present author [20], entire c.f. of finite 
order were considered which have few zeros, in the sense that zero is for them 
a defective value according to Nevanlinna. It appears that the assumption 
S(0, p) > 0, where 6(a, p’) is the defect of the value a according to Nevanlinna, 
is not sufficient for the conclusion p < 2, but if 6(0, q) = 1 then it follows that 
P < 2. 
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THEOREM 7.2 [20]. For any p, 2 < p < co, there exists an entire characteristic 
function To(t) of order p such that 6(0, rp,) > 0. There exists a positiwe K(p), 
depending only on p, such that if an entire c.f. of jnite order p satisfies the condition 
y.A v) => 1 - K(P) then p < 2. 
In [21] it was proved that no entire c.f. of finite order p > 2 exists which has 
only real zeros. 
THEOREM 7.3 [21]. If all zeros of an entire c.f. v(t) of Jinite order p are real 
then p < 2 and p)(t) admits the representation - 
o(t) = ce-Yttist l-J (1 - (t2/ak2>>, 
where c, y, 8, ak are constants, y  > 0, Imp = 0, ak > 0, & ai < 0~). 
It was shown in [20, 211 that Theorems 7.2 and 7.3 remain valid for entire 
ridge functions. 
3” It is well known that the order p of a nonconstant entire c.f. of a 
univariate distribution satisfies only the restriction p >, 1. A natural generaliza- 
tion of the concept of order for entire functions of several variables is the 
concept of the hypersurface of conjugate orders. We recall the corresponding 
definition. 
Let v(t) be an entire function of t = (tl ,..., tn) E C”. We put 
jW, ,..., r, ; P,) = max I ill =r l’...‘lf l=r ’ &)‘* n n 
We denote the set of all vectors a = (a, ,..., an) of the positive hyperoctant 
R+R by B(p) provided that for all sufficiently large values of r12 + ..* + rn2 
the inequality 
In M(r, ,..., Y, ; ‘p) < rp + *a- + r: 
is satisfied. The boundary S(v) of the set B(p) is called the hypersurface of 
conjugate orders of the functions q(t). The numbers p1 ,..., pn such that 
(PI v-**, Pn) E wf9 are called the conjugate orders of the function v(t). 
The class of the possible hypersurfaces of conjugate orders of entire functions 
is sufficiently wide. Its description was obtained by Ronkin in 1962. Ginzburg 
[22] showed that the hypersurfaces of conjugate orders of entire c.f. of multi- 
dimensional distributions represent a sufficiently narrow subclass. 
THEOREM 7.4 [22]. The hypersurface of conjugate orders of an entire c. f .  p)(t), 
t = (tl ,..., t,) not constant in any of the variables t, ,..., t, is the boundary of a 
hyperoctant of the form 
{(aI ,..., a,):aj >pj, j = l,..., n} where pi > 1 
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Also in [22] some other characteristics of the growth of entire c.f. of multivariate 
distributions are studied. In [23] it was shown that the results of [22] can be 
extended to multivariate ridge functions. 
4” A connection between order and type of entire c.f. (of univariate 
distributions) and the behavior of the corresponding distribution functions is 
given by the well-known formulas of Ramachandran [2, p. 541. An entire 
function of order p belongs to the convergence or divergence class depending 
on whether the integral 
s 
cc 
r--p--l In M(r, q~) dr WV, p’) = fit: I dt>l) 
converges or diverges. Conditions on the distribution which assure that its c.f. 
belongs to the convergence or divergence class were obtained by Seremeata [24]. 
THEOREM 7.5 [24]. The entire c.f. v(t) of the distribution P having order 
p > 1 belongs to the convergence or divergence class depending on whether the 
integral 
’ 
converges or diverges. Here 
W(X) = P({y E I?‘: j JJ 1 > X}). 
Jakovleva [25] derived the formulas (under some conditions on the 
distribution) connecting the lower order A of an entire c.f. p)(t) with the behavior 
of the corresponding distribution function. The lower order h is defined by 
X = liz&f (In r)-’ In In M(r, q). 
In particular, it follows from these formulas that entire cf. exist with order p 
and lower order X given in advance such that 1 < h < p < co. We note also 
the following result of [25]. 
THEOREM 7.6 [25]. Let O(X) and /3(x) be positive, continuous, z&reusing 
functions on the half-axis 1 < x < co which satisfy the conditions: 
For any constant c > 0, lim,,, CL(CX)/~(X) = 1. 
For any function p(x) which tends monotonically to zero as x -+ a, 
lim,,,(P(( 1 + P(X)) x)/x> = 1. 
In order that the equation 
lipyp (4: ln JW, F))/&)) = Y, Y > 0, 
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hold, it is necessary and suficient that 
lim inf (p(k In &)/W(X)) = ‘, . r+m 
This theorem with a(x) = In x, /3(x) = In x gives the formulas of 
Ramachandran [2, p. 541. Other generalizations of these formulas were obtained 
by Vinnicki [26]. 
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